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Scaling by shrinking: empowering
single-cell ‘omics’ with microfluidic
devices
Sanjay M. Prakadan1–3, Alex K. Shalek1–3 and David A. Weitz4,5

Abstract | Recent advances in cellular profiling have demonstrated substantial heterogeneity in
the behaviour of cells once deemed ‘identical’, challenging fundamental notions of cell ‘type’ and
‘state’. Not surprisingly, these findings have elicited substantial interest in deeply characterizing
the diversity, interrelationships and plasticity among cellular phenotypes. To explore these
questions, experimental platforms are needed that can extensively and controllably profile many
individual cells. Here, microfluidic structures — whether valve-, droplet- or nanowell-based —
have an important role because they can facilitate easy capture and processing of single cells and
their components, reducing labour and costs relative to conventional plate-based methods while
also improving consistency. In this article, we review the current state‑of‑the-art methodologies
with respect to microfluidics for mammalian single-cell ‘omics’ and discuss challenges and
future opportunities.
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The phenotypic identity of a cell is informed by many
factors, including the abundance, distribution and
dynamics of its internal components and the spatiotemporal pattern of signals it receives from its environment.
Scientists have long attempted to classify cells into distinct types based on their defining characteristics. At
first this classification relied on macroscopic observables
(such as anatomical location, gross morphology, origin
or distinct behaviours) but has gradually become driven
by more nuanced molecular characteristics (such as what
proteins or mRNAs the cells express). However, recent
advances in the processing and profiling of cellular
components have uncovered previously unappreciated
heterogeneities in seemingly ‘uniform’ cell populations
and complex tissues1–8. In many instances, these findings have altered existing cellular classification schemes
(introducing new categories, redefining their breadth,
uncovering more informative features or suggesting
previously unappreciated interrelationships); in other
instances, they have challenged some of our atomistic
operating assumptions and long-held rubrics9,10.
Accurate cellular classification is complicated by
the considerable difficulties associated with characterizing the properties of single cells. Indeed, the resolving power of any individual measurement is limited
by technical problems associated with handling and
profiling the minute inputs obtained from just one
cell, as well as the stochasticity inherent in biological
processes11 (FIG. 1). Small processing losses (technical

noise) that are inconsequential at the population level
can be disastrous when attempting to accurately score
single cells (FIG. 1a). Similarly, differences in the timing
of individual cellular events, driven by the biological,
physical and temporal properties that control their
generation (intrinsic noise12), can average cleanly at
the ensemble level but render any single measurement
an unreliable marker of the identity of a specific cell
(FIG. 1b). Moreover, given the broad range of factors that
can potentially affect cellular phenotype (and hence
a cell’s classification), several variables can be required
for accurate description.
One strategy for overcoming the noise that is inherent
in single-cell measurements is to increase the number of
cells profiled. Although any given cellular measurement
is subject to systematic (technical noise) and random
(intrinsic noise) artefacts, improved throughput, coupled with a fundamental understanding of the limitations of the specific assay in use, can empower studies
of the distribution of a variable across a population.
Microfluidic devices, tailored to approximately the size
of individual cells, can help to achieve this, enhancing
experimental scale by miniaturizing, parallelizing and
integrating methodological steps. This substantially
reduces labour and reagent costs, simplifies workflows
and improves consistency.
A second approach is to increase the number of variables that are measured from a single cell so that a more
coherent picture can be achieved. The expression of
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a Technical noise

focus on sequencing-enabled approaches. Last, we discuss future opportunities for the field in terms of efficiency, scale and integration that may help to realize a
deeper understanding of cellular phenotypes.
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Figure 1 | Technical and biological noise in single-cell measurements.
a | Technical
Nature Reviews
| Genetics
errors in cellular processing (‘technical noise’), such as failure to reverse transcribe an
mRNA transcript or over-amplification during the ensuing PCR, can dramatically affect
the utility of the measured value of any single gene in a single-cell experiment.
b | Similarly, the physical, spatial and temporal processes governing biological
phenomena (‘intrinsic noise’), such as the ‘burstiness’ of mRNA transcription11, can limit
the information content in any single instantaneous end-point measurement.

any single gene may be an unreliable indicator, but
the collective expression of a set of genes that co-vary
across cells is more buffered from noise and thus may
more effectively reveal the type, state or properties of
a cell3,6,13,14. Over the past few years, several new technologies have been developed that exploit this principle, driven, in part, by the reduced cost and improved
accessibility of next-generation sequencing (NGS),
a currently preferred method for investigating several
variables at once. Microfluidic devices can also considerably improve the preparation of single-cell a nalytes
for NGS-based readouts.
In this Review, we describe the most common
microfluidic methods and their operational principles,
and assess their relative strengths and weaknesses. We
examine how each has been used to address questions
of cost, quality, throughput and multiplexing across
different single-cell ‘omics’ — including genomics, epi
genomics, transcriptomics and proteomics — with a

Single-cell microfluidic approaches
In recent years, scientists have adapted micromanipu
lation schemes and microfluidic devices to address
concerns of efficiency, cost and labour in single-cell
preparation and analysis. The fundamental elements of
these devices are typically valves, droplets or nanolitre-
scale wells (nanowells). Each of these can be used to
establish boundaries between single cells, capture
their specific products, retain their components upon
lysis or perform manipulations. Importantly, given
their small size, these features can be used to process
many single cells in a compact physical space, reducing reagent requirements (and thus costs) and increasing analyte concentrations (and thus assay efficiency
when limited kinetically or by background; for example, in protein detection by proximity extension assay
(PEA)15,16 or reverse enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay (ELISA)17,18). Here, we begin by introducing each
of the three major microfluidic confinement strategies,
and discuss their advantages and drawbacks.
Valves. The first major method couples microfluidic
channels with pressure-controlled valves19,20. Valvebased systems typically rely on a soft elastomeric membrane that can be deflected with pressure to block flow
through a microchannel (FIG. 2a). In this way, valves can
be used to seal a channel, confine a cell, and more21. The
major advantage of valve-based methods is the degree of
control that they afford. Several valves can be combined
to actuate complex series of operations in space and
time, such as adding, removing or mixing reagents20.
Moreover, they can be coupled with other devices to
enable on‑chip processing or detection22–24. Integrated
fluidic circuits (IFCs), which contain multiple channels and valves, can process many individual cells
with limited manual input 3,25. However, valve-based
systems rely on dedicated support structures, such as
pressure controllers, for operation; similarly, they have
structural constraints that limit the number of channels that can be fitted into a given area. Moreover, these
systems are complex to design and fabricate, require
larger volumes than both droplet- and nanowell-based
technologies, and are subject to biofouling, which limits
repeated use. Hence, valve-based microfluidics are preferred for complex, integrated workflows where control
is vital26,27.
Droplets. The second major technique for confining
single cells and their components is based on using
microfluidic devices to encapsulate surfactant-stabilized
aqueous droplets in an inert carrier oil28,29 (FIG. 2b). In
this scheme, droplets envelop cells or their components
at sufficiently low concentrations that most droplets
contain, at most, one element (with loading occupancy
following a Poisson distribution). The use of carrier oil
limits device biofouling and, once formed, droplets can
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be moved, merged, split, added to, subtracted from,
stored, thermocycled, and more28,29. Profiling can be
performed in droplet (for example, measuring fluor
escence)30 or, after the cells or their components have
been processed, the droplets can be broken to profile en masse31,32. A major advantage of droplet-based
a

approaches is their scale and speed. Droplets can
compartmentalize up to thousands of cells or cellular components per second. However, specific control
over any one droplet is difficult to achieve. Thus, droplet-based devices are ideal for situations where high
throughput is of the essence.
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Figure 2 | Overview of the major microfluidic device types: valves, droplets and nanowells. Basic microfluidic structures
Nature Reviews | Genetics
for processing cells (left) and example implementations (right). a | Valve-based microfluidics operate by aligning two
perpendicular channels, one for cell (or cellular component) and solution flow and another for control, separated by a thin
membrane. To isolate a chamber, pressure is applied to the control channel, deflecting a membrane into the flow channel to
block it, and hence trap its contents. These channels can be arrayed, multiplexed and coupled to external computercontrolled pressure regulators to reliably execute complex workflows such as whole-transcriptome amplification (see, for
example, REF. 3). b | In many implementations, droplet-based strategies rely on flowing single cells (or cellular components)
in aqueous medium into a co‑flowed oil phase. Due to pressure-driven effects, small aqueous droplets that can contain cells
(or their components) are formed through encapsulation with oil, isolating each individual cell or cellular component from its
peers. During or after this initial encapsulation, additional reagents, such as barcoded oligo(dT) mRNA capture beads (see, for
example, REF. 31), can be incorporated or removed to enable more complex operations. c | Nanowells confine cells by gravity,
and can subsequently be sealed with a membrane or glass slide to isolate single cells and their components. These cells or
components can then be picked out of the wells for further processing (see, for example, REF. 5) or characterized in‑well
using, for example, a functionalized seal. PDMS, polydimethylsiloxane; RT, reverse transcription.
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Nanowells. A third major approach uses arrays of nanowells (FIG. 2c). Nanowells are roofless, miniature containers fabricated from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), glass
or other, related materials. In a similar way to droplet-
based devices, cells or cellular components can be
loaded at low densities to achieve, at most, a single element per well, but here, loading can be achieved using
gravity alone. Subsequently, the wells can be sealed by
the addition of a roof — for example, a glass slide —
thus isolating each cell from its neighbours. If desired,
this cap can be selectively permeable or functionalized to help profile cellular analytes, such as secreted
cytokines or antibodies33. A major advantage of nano
wells is their operational simplicity and sample efficiency. The system requires few peripherals, and small
starting numbers of cells can be used. Additionally, the
fixed spatial locations of each well can be used to link
several discrete measurements. Nevertheless, nano
wells have lower overall throughput than droplets, and
support less precise environmental manipulations than
valve-based systems. Ultimately, these features make
nanowell-based devices a first choice for situations in
which simplicity is essential.

Spatial encoding
Stratifying analytes (cells or
multiple cellular products)
by physical confinement on
a microfluidic chip.

Spectral encoding
Stratifying analytes (multiple
cellular products) using
different colours of
fluorescence.

Preparing and detecting analytes from single cells
Historically, single-cell molecular analysis strategies
began by probing biological components directly on or
in cells, relying on the presence of the plasma membrane
to define cellular boundaries. In most cases, cellular factors were detected optically, with spectral overlap limiting the number of variables that could be measured at
once. Although several methods, such as fluorescence
microscopy and flow cytometry 1,34, are available for
discerning the cellular properties (such as the level of
a specific protein) of intact cells, even in this setting,
microdevices provided early value by confining cellular
products so that they could be detected20 and aiding in
the processing of low-input samples5. Illustrative applications range from nanowell- and droplet-based methods
for measuring the amount of antibody produced by
individual B cells33 to characterizing surface marker
expression in rare populations of cells using nanowells35.
However, working with intact cells limits the accessibility of their molecular components. Thus, parallel profiling efforts have focused on processing and studying
intracellular variables from single-cell lysates. Whereas
early work relied on isolating one cell from another in
distinct wells of tube strips or multiwell plates, cellular
separation and processing was soon ported to micro
devices, which could confine cellular lysates in smaller
volumes, thus increasing scale, reducing cost and, for
certain assays, improving sensitivity by increasing their
signal-to‑noise ratios15,17.
At first, microdevices were used to perform common,
low-multiplex analyses on cellular lysates in a more economical, scalable, sensitive or quantitative format. For
example, as described below, the abundance of one or
many DNAs can be probed in parallel with a fraction
of the reagent and in much less time than is required
for conventional multiwell-plate-based assays 36,37;
ELISAs can be made ultra-sensitive by concentrating

and boosting the capture of secreted proteins or antigens33,38,39; low levels of enzymatic turnover can be
detected more easily by confining signal40; and RNA
molecules can be quantified with digital precision41,42.
Consider, for the moment, nucleic acid detection
(or the detection of another species, such as a protein,
that has been mapped into nucleic acid space using, for
example, oligonucleotide-tagged antibodies15,16) when
working with cellular lysates. Here, to detect one or a
few components, quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR)
is the method of choice. At the single-cell level, qPCR
measures the number of PCR cycles required to detect
a primer-amplified sequence of DNA or complementary DNA (cDNA) in real time, calculating the relative
abundance of a primer-targeted sequence in a single cell
(or amplified single-cell material) using fluorescence.
This assay has been ported to valve-, droplet- and nano
well-based platforms to measure the distribution of
a transcript or the abundance of a mutation across single cells27,30,43. In instances in which greater quantitative
accuracy is desired, digital PCR (dPCR) has been used
instead. In dPCR44, individual molecules from a single
cell (or fraction thereof) are loaded at low density into
many compartments (valves, droplets or nanowells).
After PCR, the proportion of chambers in which fluor
escence is detected (and hence, the fraction that contains the molecule of interest) is counted, and the initial
concentration is calculated based on the fact that, at low
density, chamber loading follows Poisson statistics.
Although qPCR and dPCR have been used in many
single-cell applications, as mentioned above, m
 ethods
that are focused on quantifying a few variables in popu
lations of single cells only enable characterization of the
distributions of those variables. Indeed, the measured
value of any given molecular component is, by itself,
only so informative (FIG. 1), and it is often the presence
of and interplay between several factors that defines cell
identity. Thus, tracking many variables may be necessary
for accurate phenotypic characterization. Additionally,
making multiple measurements simultaneously can
afford further confidence by buffering the noise
associated with any one measurement and e nabling
imputation-based correction strategies13.
Multiplexed qPCR or dPCR is one potential solution.
A valve-based system can be used to assay multiple samples combinatorially with multiple primer pairs by first
splitting each sample into multiple aliquots and then
mixing each aliquot with a different primer set in distinct spatial locations (spatial encoding)24. However, given
spatial considerations and design constraints, there are
upper limits on multiplexing. Multiplexing capabilities
can be improved by strategies that encode probes with
combinations of coloured fluorophores (multi-colour
combinatorial labelling; spectral encoding), but ultimately
there remains an upper limit (in the hundreds of targets) for PCR-based readouts45. Additionally, qPCR- and
dPCR-based detection requires the use of preselected
probes, making them ideal for quantitative, targeted
measurements — due to their accuracy, reliability and
cost-effectiveness — but not genome-wide assays or
target discovery.
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Temporal encoding
Stratifying analytes (cells or
multiple cellular products) by
measuring them sequentially.

Exome sequencing
Selective amplification and
sequencing of the proteincoding regions of the genome
using exon-specific priming.

Over the past few years, advances in NGS have
inspired new approaches for extracting more information per cell by coupling spatial and spectral barcoding
(as used in qPCR and dPCR) with temporal encoding
strategies. Sequencing-based methods can directly analyse (read) the series of bases that comprise each of many
millions of DNA fragments derived from one or more
samples or their products. Furthermore, by identifying
the genes or constructs to which these sequences correspond and using computational methods to determine
their relative abundance, the levels of many targets can be
quantified simultaneously 46. Additionally, mapping different molecular variables to stable DNA-based r eporters
— such as protein levels to DNA abundance using
oligonucleotide-labelled antibodies15,16,47 — can enable
simultaneous profiling of different cellular ‘-omes’, such
as the genome and transcriptome or the transcriptome
and proteome, leading to a more holistic understanding
of cellular identity and the interrelationship between the
factors that define it15,48–50.
Crucially, unlike with ensemble samples, sequencing
is a viable approach for profiling each single cell, even at
scale, because the total information content of a single
cell is substantially less than that of a population. Thus,
although any sequencer is ultimately limited in bandwidth, it can nevertheless be sufficient to simultaneously
profile large numbers of single cells. To give a more intuitive feel for this point, consider the following: if examining
the full transcriptome of a single cell, assuming there are
~0.5 million transcripts51 and a 10% capture efficiency,

there should only be, on average, 50,000 unique 3′ cDNA
fragments per cell (instead of 500 million for a population
of 10,000 cells). Beyond ~250,000 sequencing reads, the
detection of novel transcripts (cDNAs) is unlikely (assuming perfect alignment, ~95% will have been detected
with P < 1 × 10−5), suggesting that the optimal cell loading for a sequencing run of 500 million reads would be
at least ~2,000 cells for many applications. Moreover, if
a researcher’s goal was simply to analyse a single locus
or pair of loci (for example, to determine the sequences
of T cell receptor-α (TCRα) and TCRβ each T cell was
expressing), only around 1,000 gene-specific reads may
be needed to establish consensus, and thus ~50,000 cells
should be run simultaneously to most efficiently utilize
the same 500 million reads52. In general, given the need
for accurate quantification and the limited utility of any
one cell or measurement (owing to the conflating technical noise associated with single-cell processing and the
limited biological information content contained in any
single measurement), reads must be wisely allocated to
balance the information collected on any cell (read depth)
with the number of cells profiled4 (TABLE 1), as sequencing
deeper will often not afford greater biological resolution.

Microfluidic devices for the omics
Genome
The complexity of the human genome means that tens
of millions of reads are needed to examine the whole-
genome amplification (WGA) products derived from
a single cell. Although exome sequencing strategies can

Table 1 | Single-cell ‘omic’ profiling: the current state of the art and future opportunities
Type

Information
content (millions
of bases)

Reads
per cell
(millions)

Cells per
500 million
reads

Method

Experimental Throughput
throughput
saturated?
(cells per run)

Refs

3,000

15–20

25–33

Valves

125

Yes

23

Valves (C1 IFC)

96

Yes

22

Droplets

1,000

Yes

59

Droplets

1,000

Yes

61

Droplets

96

No

150

Wells

10

No

5

DNA
Whole genome

(REFS 148,149)

Whole exome

30 (REFS 148,149)

1–5

100–500

Epigenome
Methylome

10–30 (REF. 151)

0.05–0.2

2,500–10,000

Valves (C1 IFC)

96

No

78

Open chromatin

2–10 (REFS 152,153) 0.05–0.2

2,500–10,000

Valves (C1 IFC)

96

No

79

Chromatin immunoprecipitation

2–10 (REFS 152,153) 0.05–0.2

2,500–10,000

Droplets

100

No

80

Full length

10 (REF. 51)

1–4

125–500

Valves (C1 IFC)

96

No

3

3′ End counting
(digital gene expression)

10

0.025–0.25

2,000–20,000

Droplets (Drop-Seq)

5,000

Yes

31

Droplets (InDrop)

1,000

No

32

Wells

2,500

No

99

Wells (Seq-Well)

1,000

No

96

RNA

Listed are the various single-cell ‘omics’ that have been profiled with sequencing-based readouts using microfluidic devices, with corresponding estimates of their
total information content, number of reads needed per single cell, and the number of cells that can hypothetically be profiled with 500 million reads (approximately
one run of an Illumina NextSeq 500 or 550 sequencing machine). Also presented are examples in which valve-, droplet- and well-based microfluidic devices have
been used to profile each of these omics, as well as the throughput of the method and whether the method is saturated. IFC, integrated fluidic circuit.
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reduce this burden, the need for depth limits throughput
to tens of cells per sequencing run (TABLE 1). As a result,
valve-based approaches — which were the first microfluidic approach to be developed and have a throughput
that can easily saturate sequencing capacity — continue
to dominate this application.
Valves. Much of the pioneering work in microfluidicdevice-assisted single-cell genomic profiling relied on
valve-based implementations. In these first iterations,
custom IFC architectures were designed to isolate and
subsequently manipulate single cells (FIG. 3a). For example,
Wang and co-workers23 developed a chip for performing
WGA that they used to profile 91 single sperm cells from
one individual to characterize heterogeneity in his gamete
genome and create a personal recombination map. Similar
architectures were also used to perform direct deterministic
phasing (DDP)20 of the haplotype of diploid cells by isolating individual chromosomes rather than cells. By
performing DDP on single metaphase cells from lymphoblastoid cell lines derived from a father–mother–daughter
trio in the CEPH European (CEU) 1463 family that had
been previously genotyped by the International HapMap
Project, the authors were able to directly phase the ~1 million single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) normally
measured by genotyping arrays and thereby observe
recombination events in the trio.
Following these initial successes, commercial valvebased solutions began to emerge for profiling single-cell
genetic information. In 2014, Fluidigm released the
C1 AutoPrep System, which controls an IFC that is
capable of performing automated single-cell capture
and processing on up to 96 single cells in parallel.
Gawad and colleagues22 leveraged this platform with
Phi29 polymerase-based WGA and targeted library
construction to examine 1,479 single tumour cells from
six people with acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL)
and computationally realize a deeper understanding of
the sequence of genetic events that inform childhood
leukaemogenesis. Other valve-based studies have collectively demonstrated the utility of this approach for
performing whole or targeted genome studies in single cells53–56. Although current methods are achieving
ever more efficient coverage and uniformity, further
improvements can still be made to enable truly genomewide profiling, reduce amplification errors and allow
more-confident calling of copy-number variants (CNVs)
and single-nucleotide variants (SNVs)26,57,58.

Direct deterministic phasing
(DDP). The chromosomes of
individual cells are partitioned,
isolated and amplified using
multiple displacement
amplification. The products are
then flushed and analysed by
molecular haplotyping.

Droplets. Strategies for transferring single-cell genomic
profiling to a droplet-based platform were introduced by
the Mathies laboratory, which leveraged a microdroplet
generator to flow aqueous-based PCR reagents, cells and
primer-laden beads through carrier oil, achieving, with
1% efficiency, encapsulation of one cell and one bead
within a droplet 59. Using this approach, Kumaresan
and colleagues59 generated amplified DNA libraries
for single-cell Sanger sequencing of glyceraldehyde‑3‑
phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) and DNA gyrase,
subunit B (gyrB) in human and Escherichia coli cells,
respectively.

Since then, newer strategies have gone beyond performing amplification within droplets by enabling
droplet-based pipelines for detection. In 2012, Zhu and
colleagues60 devised a method to perform PCR in agarose droplets, with primers conjugated to hybridization-
activated fluorescent dyes. Droplets containing cells with
successful amplification of specific targets were subsequently analysed by modified fluorescence-activated cell
sorting (FACS).
In parallel, droplets have been used to improve
single-cell WGA quality. In this work, Fu and colleagues61 were able to generate high-quality multiple-
displacement amplification (MDA) libraries through
WGA of single cells using in‑droplet MDA (emulsion
MDA (eMDA); (FIG. 3b)). By separating the genomic fragments from a single cell into multiple droplets and then
performing MDA in each one, rather than confining the
entire genome of a single cell in one droplet for downstream amplification, the authors were able to saturate
amplification while preventing any specific sequence
from dominating the process — thus improving the
overall uniformity of amplification. Additionally, Leung
and colleagues62 in the Hansen laboratory presented a
new technique that integrates valve- and droplet-based
techniques to perform MDA in the absence of rapid
flow. They controllably manipulated cells onto a substrate surface, then deposited reagent directly into the
cell droplets to achieve in‑drop MDA. Leung et al.62 used
this approach to investigate CNVs and SNPs in single-
patient-derived high-grade ovarian cancer cells. For
droplets, future work will be needed to improve the overall efficiency or throughput of cell or cellular component
capture, respectively.

Figure 3 | Selected examples of microfluidic devices
▶
used to measure single-cell genomes and epigenomes.
a | A diagram (top view) of the valve-based microfluidic
device used by Wang et al.23 for amplification of genomic
material from single cells. In the implementation, individual
cells were captured and lysed, genomic DNA was then
stabilized and amplified and, finally, cellular products were
collected independently to ensure single-cell resolution of
information. b | Emulsion multiple-displacement
amplification (eMDA), as performed by Fu et al.61 (top view).
Here, genomic material from single-cell lysates was
encapsulated in droplets, within which MDA was
performed, enabling more uniform coverage of the
chromosomal profile (relative to MDA performed en masse)
of the individual cell after the droplets have been broken.
c | A modified diagram representing the valve-based
microfluidic device implemented by Cheow et al.78 to profile
the DNA methylome and transcriptome (only the
methylome is shown here) of single cells (top view).
d | Single-cell assay for transposase-accessible chromatin
using sequencing (ATAC-seq) by Buenrostro et al.79, which
uses a Tn5 transposase to identify regions of open
chromatin and was performed using a commercial C1
valve-based integrated fluidic circuit from Fluidigm (top
view). Part a is adapted with permission from REF. 23,
Elsevier. Part c is adapted with permission from REF. 78,
Macmillan Publishers. Part d is adapted with permission
from REF. 79, Macmillan Publishers.
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Nanowells. Nanowells have also been used for single-
cell genomic profiling. For example, Lohr et al. 5
isolated single circulating tumour cells from preenriched peripheral blood mononuclear cells by depositing them in nanowells and using a micropipette to pick
out cells that expressed epithelial cell adhesion mol
ecule (EpCAM) on their surface. Subsequent WGA and
whole-exome sequencing enabled the study of mutational patterns and lineage assignation of the different
circulating tumour cells. Gole and colleagues63 performed
cell lysis and WGA in a nanowell array before using a
micropipette to extract amplicons from individual wells.
By fluorescently monitoring DNA amplification with
SYBR Green I and selecting wells in which fluorescence
arose from single, uncontaminated cells, they analysed
CNVs in singe nuclei from human neurons isolated
from post-mortem brain samples. Importantly, although
nanowells, like droplets, generally have higher throughput than valve-based approaches, in each instance only a
small set of cells has been selected for downstream profiling; despite this, nanowells have helped to identify cells of
interest for plate-based processing or successful on‑chip
reactions, respectively. As sequencer bandwidth increases,
future work will be needed to automate and scale current
manual-selection strategies.

Transposase
An enzyme that catalyses
the movement of a
transposable DNA element
into another DNA sequence
(for example, a genome) by
a cut and paste mechanism.
A hyperactive variant of the
Tn5 transposase is now
commonly used to insert
adaptor sequences for
next-generation sequencing
library preparation.
If performed on native
chromosomes, the transposase
can only bind to exposed DNA,
revealing accessible DNA
regions.

Zero inflation
Owing to inefficiencies in
detection, the distribution of
counts for several detected
genes can be artificially inflated
by the abundance of ‘zeros’
(detection failures) during
normalization.

Micrococcal nuclease
(MNase). An endo-exo
nuclease derived from
Staphylococcus aureus. When
applied to single-stranded and
double-stranded DNA, MNase
will digest all accessible DNA,
enabling the study of which
DNA regions are occluded
with chromatin.

Epigenome
Heterogeneous genetic profiles have been used to
identify lineal relationships64,65 and distinct clones in
seemingly homogeneous populations66,67. At times,
genetic differences alone may be sufficient to effectively categorize cells (for example, drug-responsive
versus unresponsive cancer cell clones68,69 or which
T cells will be antigen specific70); in other instances
(for example, distinguishing which isogenetic dendritic
cells will respond in a particular way to pathogen exposure3), it may be the accessibility or modifications of the
genome that are relevant 71,72. Accordingly, there has also
been substantial interest in understanding how genomic
structure informs cellular phenotype, as well as how it is
established and maintained. At the single-cell level, differences in gross DNA folding 73, DNA methylation74–78,
chromatin accessibility 79 and histone modifications80
have all been measured, but only the latter three have
been implemented using microfluidic devices81.
In each implementation, unlike with DNA, only
a limited number of reads has been required to examine each single cell (<200,000 (REFS 75,79,80)), given
biological and technical considerations. As a result,
each method is amenable to additional scaling (TABLE 1),
which is likely to inspire efforts to move single-cell
epig enome characterization from valve-based
microfluidic devices to droplet- and nanowell-based ones.
Valves. Lorthongpanich et al.75 used the Fluidigm
Biomark system to investigate DNA methylation patterns
in single cells from chimeric murine models and discovered epigenetic shifts during early embryonic development. Cheow et al.78 ported a variant of this technique to
the Fluidigm C1 AutoPrep IFC22 to investigate the relationship between transcriptome and DNA methylome

profiles in single fibroblast cells. Through analysis of these
data, they discovered a distinct methylation structure
that was associated with pluripotency and was present in
a subpopulation of reprogramming fibroblasts (FIG. 3c).
Buenrostro et al.79 also leveraged the C1 AutoPrep IFC to
perform a single-cell assay for transposase-accessible chromatin using sequencing (ATAC-seq), a recently developed
method that relies on Tn5 transposase to identify accessible chromatin regions (FIG. 3d). By profiling eight different
cell lines to an average depth of ~75,000 reads, the authors
linked cis- and trans-effectors to variability in accessibility profiles in individual epigenomes. For both methods,
future work will be needed to improve DNA fragment
recovery and increase throughput to overcome the
effects of zero inflation, as well as to reduce mitochondrial
DNA contamination.
Droplets. Rotem et al.80 used a droplet-based microfluidic strategy to execute single-cell chromatin profiling. They encapsulated single cells in droplets, wherein
they lysed, and digested chromatin with micrococcal
nuclease (MNase). By fusing a second droplet containing barcoded oligonucleotides and performing a ligation
reaction, they achieved in‑droplet barcoding, uniquely
indexing each cell’s fragments. Afterwards, they broke
the droplets, pooled the barcoded cellular analytes (with
carrier chromatin) and carried out chromatin immuno
precipitation followed by sequencing (ChIP-seq) for
histone H3 lysine 4 dimethylation (H3K4me2) and
H3K4me3 in the bulk sample. Last, they took advantage of the barcode region of the sequencing reads
to deconvolute the cell of origin for each individual
read to restore single-cell resolution. By applying this
approach to mouse embryonic stem cells (expanded
in serum), the authors identified three subpopulations
with distinct epigenetic landscapes. Here, improvements
in efficiency are needed given the sparsity of the data in
this measurement 78.

Transcriptome
Arguably the most common molecular variable used
to examine cellular phenotype at the genomic scale is
mRNA. The presence of polyadenylated tails on mRNAs
allows universal priming using a single oligo(dT)-based
scheme while avoiding excess ribosomal RNA contamination. This enables transcriptome-wide mRNA
profiling and the identification of distinct cell types,
states and circuits through patterns in gene-expression
covariation1,2,4,13,31,82–86.
In most instances, single-cell transcriptional profiling is performed by first isolating and lysing individual
cells of interest, reverse transcribing their mRNA into
cDNA and amplifying that material. Afterwards, amplified cDNA, obtained either by specific target amplification (STA) or by whole-transcriptome amplification
(WTA), can be profiled using established methods, such
as qPCR, dPCR or sequencing. One of the first demonstrations of single-cell transcriptomics using microfluidics was performed by Warren and colleagues44: following
FACS-based sorting of single haematopoietic stem cells
and fetal liver kinase 2 (FLK2; also known as FLT3)+
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Droplets. To address the fundamental shortcomings of
scale presented by valve-based microfluidic systems and
plate-based methods, several platforms have emerged
that leverage the power of early cellular barcoding to
achieve high-throughput single-cell transcriptomics. By
tagging the mRNAs from each cell with a unique barcode
during reverse transcription, these methods simplify
library preparation by enabling ensemble processing
with single-cell resolution through barcode-based computational deconvolution. To perform early barcoding,
microfluidic devices have been used to capture single
cells in droplets with uniquely barcoded mRNA capture
beads31,32. Illustratively, in one version, Macosko et al.31
presented a method called Drop-Seq that uses barcoded
acrylic mRNA capture beads to achieve bead-bound
cDNA replicas of the individual cells with which they are
co‑encapsulated; this allows user control over the number of cells sequenced and archiving for subsequent re‑
querying. Using a mixture of human and mouse cell lines
(species mixing experiments), the authors demonstrated
the feasibility of Drop-Seq, obtaining >95% cell‑of‑origin
Valves. As mentioned above, valve-based methods specificity, >7,000 recovered genes per cell and >12% RNA
initially focused on processing and profiling single-cell capture. By collecting 44,808 single-cell profiles from the
transcriptional information. For example, White and mouse retina over 4 days of experiments, they uncovered,
co-workers43 developed a valve-based IFC for single-cell with high reproducibility, ~39 subtypes and their molecreverse transcription qPCR (RT-qPCR) that enabled ular markers, and subsequently validated select obserup to two transcripts to be measured on‑chip for up vations in situ. However, to avoid cell or bead doublets,
to 50 single cells from each of six independent sample Drop-Seq requires that both cells and beads be loaded at
loading lanes. Here, the number of genes that could be low densities into the co‑flow device used to confine cells,
simultaneously assayed was limited owing to the deci- lyse them and capture cellular mRNAs by hybridization,
sion to detect on‑chip, although off-chip detection using before breaking the emulsion. As a result, only a small
other microfluidic chips24 or sequencing 4 is possible. fraction of the cells encapsulated are effectively used.
The C1 AutoPrep IFC, meanwhile, has transcriptome-
A second technique developed by Klein et al.32 called
compatible protocols that facilitate an order of mag- InDrop overcomes this inefficiency through the use of
nitude improvement in throughput over plate-based hydrogel capture particles that can be more efficiently
methods with an order of magnitude reduction in cost. loaded, filling about 90% of the drops (FIG. 4a). As
Leveraging the scale afforded by this platform, research- a result, most encapsulated cells are efficiently used. In
ers have been able to, for example, uncover rare immune InDrop, barcodes are released after cell lysis, and reverse
cell states3, survey neuronal diversity 85 and assess cellular transcription occurs in‑droplet before the breaking of
hierarchy within lung epithelia92.
the emulsion. Species mixing validations showed 96%
However, further scaling of this and related systems, cell‑of‑origin specificity, 5,000–15,000 recovered genes
which will be necessary to study increasingly complex per cell and >7% RNA capture. Klein and co-workers32
cellular ensembles, has been hindered by the reliance then used this method to probe population structure and
on separate microfluidic channels to deliver process- cellular heterogeneity in 11,149 mouse embryonic stem
ing reagents to each single cell in parallel. Moreover, cells during their differentiation in response to leukaefor single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-Seq), multi- mia inhibitory factor (LIF) withdrawal. Nevertheless,
well-plate-based methods are still superior with respect the InDrop workflow necessitates that all captured cells
to transcript capture93. For instances in which emphasis be processed in a single reaction, eliminating the ability
is placed on efficiency, defined as the percentage of input to tune sequencing library complexity and complicatmRNAs recovered, plate-based methods are preferred. ing the re‑sampling of selected cells. Additionally, both
Still, in many instances, more cells, even if captured Drop-Seq and InDrop can only accommodate one samwith lower fidelity, are preferred because, collectively, ple at a time, and process and lyse cells in series, rather
they minimize the impact of the technical and biologi- than in parallel, leading to time-dependent biases that
cal noise associated with any single cell or measurement can obfuscate underlying biology. Some of these limitaon global analyses. Among the microfluidic strategies, tions have been overcome by a more user-controllable
valve-based systems still provide the greatest molecular device introduced by 1‑Cell, which is commercializefficiency and are useful for applications in which the ing the InDrop method, and 10x Genomics, which has
highest-quality transcriptomes are needed at moder- brought a hybrid of the Drop-Seq and InDrop methods
ate scale94; newer methods that enable on‑chip pooling to market 95. Future work will be needed to improve cell
should help to decrease the throughput gap between and transcript capture efficiency and the uniformity of
valve-based and droplet- or well-based approaches.
the final library so that each cell gets similar coverage.
and FLK2− common myeloid progenitor cells into striptubes for reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR), they used
a custom valve-based IFC to array each single-cell cDNA
sample and perform on‑chip quantification of Pu.1 (also
known as Spi1) and Gapdh levels by dPCR.
qPCR and dPCR work has continued to find
niche applications, but sequencing now dominates.
Importantly, foundational work 31,32,87–89 has helped
to demonstrate that tens to hundreds of thousands of
sequencing reads are sufficient for gene expression ana
lyses in end-tagging and full-length protocols, respectively. Thus, whereas once the field was dominated by
protocols involving the sorting of tens to hundreds
of single cells into multiwell plates using FACS1,2,4,90,
scientists have now, in part, begun to embrace valvebased microfluidics for profiling hundreds of cells, and
droplet- and nanowell-based approaches for studying
thousands of cells (TABLE 1). For all approaches, further
work will be needed to realize methods for studying
non-polyadenylated RNAs, such as small RNAs84,86,91.
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Nanowells. Arrays of nanowells can also be used to mate
single cells and barcoded beads. Wells rely on gravity-assisted cell and bead loading, reducing the need for
peripherals. By matching bead and well size, more efficient bead loading can be achieved, which minimizes the
frequency of cells without beads and improves sampling
efficiency. In a method dubbed CytoSeq, Fan et al.14
demonstrated a system for co‑confining cells and beads
in unsealed nanowell arrays, enabling targeted transcriptional profiling from approximately 5,000 human
peripheral blood mononuclear cells. However, the use
of an open well design considerably limited capture
efficiency and increased cross-contamination between
individual libraries96.
DeKosky et al.97 used a sealed well-based device to
isolate and capture mRNA from single B cells with pools
of magnetic poly(dT) beads. After bead removal, the
heavy and light chain sequences on each bead were linked
using emulsion PCR and sequenced to determine the
B cell receptor (BCR) pairs found across individual cells.
To enable unique determination of the full transcriptomes of single cells, Bose et al.98 used a single, uniquely
barcoded bead per well, as in CytoSeq, Drop-Seq and
InDrop14,31,32,76. Unlike in CytoSeq, here the authors integrated their nanowell array into a microfluidic circuit to
enable oil-based well sealing, allowing them to profile
hundreds of cells from a cancer cell line with reduced
cross-contamination. A more recent improvement by
Yuan and Sims99 further increased cell and transcript capture efficiency. Still, in both implementations, operation
required integrated temperature and pressure controllers,
and the use of oil-based sealing limited the exchange of
reagents. To circumvent the need for oil-based sealing, Gierahn et al.96 (FIG. 4b) demonstrated improved

◀

Figure 4 | Selected examples of microfluidic devices used to measure single-cell
transcriptomes and proteomes. a | InDrop, developed by Klein et al.32, is a dropletbased single-cell transcriptomics method that works by co‑confining single cells with
hydrogel beads containing uniquely barcoded primers (top view). On UV-light-mediated
release of those primers, reverse transcription (RT) and barcoding is performed in droplet,
and the resulting complementary DNA (cDNA) is collected after the droplets have been
broken for subsequent processing. b | Seq-Well, a massively parallel single-cell RNA
sequencing (scRNA-Seq) method from Gierahn et al.96, combines early bead-based
barcoding with nanowells to generate thousands of single-cell libraries (the top row
shows a top view; below this are side views). Single cells are gravity-loaded onto an array
that has been preloaded with uniquely barcoded oligo(dT) capture beads, sealed with
a membrane (which permits buffer exchange but not mRNA escape) and lysed; mRNAs are
then captured by oligo(dT) primers bound to the surface of the barcoded beads, and the
beads are removed for off-chip RT, amplification, library preparation and sequencing.
c | The single-cell barcode chip (SCBC) developed by Ma et al.102 uses a valve-based
strategy to isolate single cells and interrogate their secreted factors (top view). In each
enclosed chamber, individual cells are exposed to antibodies that are specific for various
extracellular protein targets. Following incubation of cells in the chip, streptavidinbound fluorophores and biotinylated secondary antibodies are flowed into the channels,
enabling a sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)-based fluorescent
readout of protein abundance. d | Nanowells were coupled with capture-antibody-coated
glass coverslips by Love et al.33 to measure the abundance of several secreted factors from
single cells, such as active hybridomas in a reverse ELISA format (side view). PDMS,
polydimethylsiloxane; T7 RNAP, T7 RNA polymerase; UMI, unique molecular identifier. Part
a is adapted with permission from REF. 32, Elsevier. Part b is adapted with permission from
REF. 96, Macmillan Publishers. Part c is adapted with permission from REF. 102, Macmillan
Publishers. Part d is adapted with permission from REF. 33, Macmillan Publishers.

transcript capture and portability using a simple-to‑
implement, semi-permeable-membrane-based nanowell
sealing approach (Seq-Well) that envisions global application of scRNA-Seq to precious samples. In each instance,
further improvements can be made in transcript capture.
Similarly, in instances in which multiple measurements
have been made on the same cell (for example, immuno
phenotyping and transcriptional profiling in Seq-Well96),
experimental strategies are needed to link these mutually
informative metrics.

Proteome
Although a single affinity reagent can be used to profile all cellular mRNAs, any given transcript may have
limited utility for characterizing the phenotype of a cell,
given noise4,15. By comparison, proteins, for which consistent and universal probes (typically antibodies) are
unavailable, show, on average, higher expression levels
than their cognate mRNAs100, greater stability 56 and buffering from transcriptional noise57. These considerations,
coupled with a potentially more direct role in cellular
behaviour 27 and the feasibility of non-destructive detection (for secreted and cell-surface-bound factors), have
often made protein expression the de facto cellular characteristic. Accordingly, a substantial body of work has
already established how microfluidic devices can be used
to measure protein abundance and activity.
Valves. Building on the DNA-encoded antibody library
(DEAL) approach originally developed in the Heath
laboratory for profiling the protein contents of solutions101, Ma et al.102 implemented a single-cell barcode
chip (SCBC) to examine functional heterogeneity in
the expression of 12 different proteins among immune
cells (FIG. 4c). Using microfluidic channels, the authors
patterned strips of capture antibodies (spatial encoding)
on a glass slide, which they then capped with orthogonal microfluidic channels that could be partitioned
using active valves. By flowing cells into the channels,
isolating them by activating valves, capturing secreted
protein with the DEAL antibodies, releasing the cells,
staining the arrays in a sandwich ELISA format and,
finally, imaging, the authors were able to examine
inflammatory cytokine secretion by lipopolysaccharide
(LPS)-stimulated macrophages and effector molecule
secretion by tumour-antigen-specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes. This strategy was recently extended by Lu
et al.103, who used spatial and spectral encoding to co‑
detect 42 immune effector proteins secreted from single
differentiated macrophages stimulated with LPS. Wang
et al.104 used a similar approach with higher numbers
of cells loaded to examine the distance dependence of
cell–cell interactions in glioma cell lines. Shi et al.38 also
applied a similar design with the addition of a channel
for delivering lysis buffer to examine the activity of, and
interactions among, 11 proteins in the phosphoinositide
3‑kinase (PI3K) signal transduction pathway in three
isogenic glioblastoma cell lines.
Huang et al.105 developed a valve-based microfluidic
device for manipulating, lysing, labelling, separating and
quantifying the protein contents of a single cell using
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single-molecule fluorescence counting. Their design
relies on a three-state valve to restrain a cell while adding cell lysis buffer. After lysing single SF9 insect cells,
Huang et al.105 added fluorescently labelled antibodies
targeted to β2 adrenergic receptors, removed unbound
antibodies using electrophoresis and used cylindrical
optics to count β2 adrenergic receptors on the basis
of fluorescence. They performed a similar analysis to
examine the phycobiliprotein (phycocyanin (PC) and
allophycocyanin (APC)) contents of individual cyanobacterial cells (Synechococcus sp. PCC 7942) by measuring the natural fluorescence of PC and APC instead of
labelled antibodies.
In another approach, Blazek and colleagues106 used
proximity ligation assays (PLAs)107 to measure the abundance of a single protein in a few cells. Unlike DEAL,
PLA relies on the binding of two oligonucleotide-tagged
antibodies in proximity to generate, with a helper bridge
oligonucleotide, a DNA reporter with low background
noise108. This reporter is stable, amplifiable and quantitatively detectable by dPCR, qPCR or sequencing. The
complexity of PLAs has been reduced by the introduction of the PEA109, which relies on pairs of monoclonal
or polyclonal antibodies functionalized with either of two
complementary DNA oligonucleotides that can hybridize and be extended with a DNA polymerase to generate
a protein-indexed DNA molecule when colocalized by
binding to their target protein. Genshaft et al.15 demonstrated that PEA could be coupled with STA transcriptome profiling to measure the abundance of 27 proteins
and 89 RNAs from more than 200 stimulated single cells
in a single series of reactions. Although single DNAtagged antibodies have been used to measure protein
abundance (for example, by light-mediated cellular barcoding 50,110), they have yet to be deployed in an IFC. Next
steps include improving cellular throughput and expanding the number of antibodies that can be simultaneously
quantitatively distinguished at the single-cell level.
Droplets. Albayrak et al.111 recently used PLA coupled with reverse transcription–digital droplet PCR
(RT-ddPCR) in reverse-emulsion droplets to quantify
the levels of a single protein and mRNA in a few hundred individual cells. Here, by fractionating the contents
of a single cell into multiple small droplets and digitally
detecting amplification, the authors obtained high sensitivity, overcoming issues with amplification efficiency
that affect qPCR measurements, and examined correlations between RNA and protein expression for CD147.
Future improvements will be needed to scale the number of cells and targets in this approach, given the reliance on multiple droplets per cell and digital detection,
respectively.
Nanowells. In the context of nanowells, Hughes and
co-workers112 used an array of 6,720 wells (with a diameter of 20 μm) to perform single-cell western blotting.
By constructing the array out of photoactive polyacrylamide, they photo-captured proteins in a gel matrix
after open well lysis of single cells (resulting in protein
losses of ~40% within compartments) and performed

short-separation-distance PAGE. Subsequent rounds
of probing with primary and secondary antibodies followed by stripping enabled them to examine the abundance of nine different targets per cell. Importantly, the
use of electrophoresis to separate proteins by size before
staining reduced the impact of false-positive off-target
background binding in this method.
Love et al.33 capped arrays of nanowells containing single hybridoma cells with antibody- or antigen-
functionalized glass slides to identify single cells
secreting antibodies with specificity for a particular
antigen (FIG. 4d); in their approach, the slide was removed
from the nanowell array for imaging, and the positions
of the positive secretion profiles on the slide reported
which nanowells contained live cells with intended antibody specificities for subsequent cell recovery and clonal
expansion. By coating the capping slide with cells that
could be targeted by a pseudotyped HIV virus, Ozkumur
et al.113 were able to test not only the antigen specificity
of antibodies secreted by single cells in each well but also
their ability to neutralize infection. Han and colleagues114
extended this approach to monitor the kinetic expression of four cytokines over 17 hours from thousands of
activated T cells, demonstrating that cytokine release
kinetics can predict T cell effector phenotype. Similar
work by Liao et al.115 in human neurons and astrocytes
derived from induced pluripotent stem cells isolated
from healthy donors and people with familial Alzheimer
disease enabled quantification of secreted amyloid-β and
soluble amyloid precursor protein‑α, demonstrating
unexpected secretion patterns across single cells. In each
instance, further improvements in detection efficiency,
target number and throughput would extend the utility
of these approaches.

Extensions
Much of the focus of this Review has been on mammalian cells. However, single-cell omics methods are by no
means limited to mammalian cells, and there are several
important reasons to explore other cell types. Bacteria
can be probed using single-cell methods116, which may
be necessary if the bacterial isolate is difficult to culture
and extremely diverse117. Basic approaches for profiling
bacterial DNA are similar to those used in mammalian cells. Nevertheless, given that the average bacterial
genome is around a thousand times smaller (approximately a few megabases) than the human genome
(approximately a few gigabases), many more bacteria
(thousands) can be sequenced on a single sequencing
run, necessitating high-throughput preparation strategies. With other measurements, differences between
bacteria and mammalian cells similarly need to be
considered. For example, most bacterial mRNA is not
polyadenylated118, which means that random priming
strategies are needed during reverse transcription; thus,
ribosomal RNA and its elimination, which is normally
achieved in mammalian cells through oligo(dT)-based
priming, becomes a major problem. In addition, a key
challenge with bacteria is cell lysis, which can be
extremely difficult for several types of bacteria and can
limit protocol applicability 119–121.
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earth metals have well-defined,
non-overlapping masses.

Directed evolution
A technique in which a series of
genetic variants is introduced
into a cell population, which
are then screened with
a fitness assay to isolate
a desired phenotype. The
genetic variants responsible
for the greatest fitness are
identified by sequencing the
surviving cell population for
the target gene.

Ground
electrode

Hybridize
mRNA

Extend and
reverse transcribe

Most ﬂuorescent
droplets sorted
and captured

Protein

Signal
electrode

PCR

Figure 5 | Future directions and extensions for microfluidic devices. a | Multiple cells can be deposited onto well-based
profiling platforms, enabling the examination of multicellular and cooperative events, such as the killing of target cells by
Nature Reviews | Genetics
natural killer cells by Yamanaka et al.123 (side view). b | The Fluidigm C1 valve-based integrated fluidic circuit (IFC; top view) was
used to simultaneously detect several transcripts and proteins from the same single cell in a single series of reactions15. During
lysis, targeted primers and complementary DNA-tagged antibodies were introduced, and reverse transcription and DNA
extension reactions were carried out on both species to yield uniquely detectable, PCR-amplifiable DNAs for both cellular
analytes. c | The directed evolution of enzymes in single cells can be probed with an activity assay in droplets136. Here,
horseradish peroxidase (HRP) surface proteins from mutated vectors were interrogated for substrate turnover with single-cell
resolution (top view). Following capture of the most active cells, the interrogation was repeated to study their evolution over
time. Part a is adapted from REF. 123 with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry. Part b is adapted with permission
from REF. 15, Macmillan Publishers Limited. Part c is adapted with permission from REF. 136 (Agresti, J. J. et al. Ultrahighthroughput screening in drop-based microfluidics for directed evolution. Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA 107, 4004–4009; 2010).
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Box 1 | Considerations for porting single-cell ‘omic’ assays into microdevices
Before attempting to develop a new microfluidic device or port an established assay to an existing one, it is important to
consider the relative utility of miniaturization and integration in the context of the problem at hand. Indeed, each cellular
analyte poses unique challenges with respect to detection and readout (TABLE 1); similarly, each assay has nuances that
inform whether and how it should be adapted.
First, microfluidic devices can improve assay implementations by increasing their scale. In some instances, such as
constructing cellular atlases with single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-Seq)1,142, a researcher may need to profile
thousands of cells to build as comprehensive a catalogue as sequencer bandwidth allows. In such cases, considerations of
scale may surpass others, such as capture efficiency, especially given the limited resolving power of any single cell in light
of technical and intrinsic noise sources4,88,143. Alternatively, for whole-genome or whole-exome sequencing, a sequencing
run may only support full coverage of a few cells61.
In addition to increasing scale, microdevices can benefit biological assays in other ways, such as by increasing control
and reducing background noise. For example, in the context of whole-genome sequencing, valve-based microdevices
can be used to isolate individual chromosomes from a single cell, enabling direct analysis of haplotypes, which would be
difficult using a multiwell-plate-based approach20. Similarly, for assays that have a constant background noise per unit
volume due to non-specific hybridization, such as the proximity extension assay (PEA)15,16, miniaturization can reduce the
noise floor by increasing the relative frequency of positive detection events to spurious ones. Thus, even when scale is not
the driving factor, microfluidic devices may have utility.
Ultimately, when deciding when and how to deploy microfluidic devices, researchers must carefully weigh the
pertinent costs and benefits. At present, valve-, droplet- and well-based devices each offer unique advantages, making
them preferentially suited for different biological tasks. Valve-based devices enable exquisite control over cells and their
components, and are often most appropriate when careful manipulation of analytes is imperative, such as in PEAs and
direct deterministic phasing15,16,20. Droplet-based methods do not engender the same degree of precision but facilitate
dramatic scaling, making them most appropriate when attempting to profile thousands of cells31,32,95,142. Well-based
platforms, meanwhile, offer simplicity at an intermediate scale with defined spatial locations that ease the coupling of
multiple discrete readouts from the same cell96.
Collectively, these and related considerations will influence how existing assays are ported and the choice of device for
future efforts. Although it is hard to fully envision what the future holds, we predict that future applications will include
new single-cell measurements (such as chromatin three-dimensional organization through Hi‑C chromosome
conformation capture (probably using valves))73,144, biophysical parameters such as cell mass132,133,135,145 (which requires
tracking but not isolation), lineage determination131 (using hydrodynamic traps), integrated multi-‘omic’ profiling
(probably most easily implemented using valve-based15 or well-based96 devices) and studies of how microenvironmental
considerations (soluble factors and other cells)146,147 affect cellular behaviour.

Viral load has been quantified using microfluidic
devices122, but it should also be feasible to probe even
very small biological entities such as single virions. This
should make metagenomics studies of viruses more reliable because the sequence information obtained will be
directly associated with each individual virus, and will
not rely solely on bioinformatic assumptions. It is also
possible to co‑confine a cell with either a pathogen or
another cell in a microfluidic device, making it practicable to investigate interactions between and within
species at the single-cell level, such as cooperativity in
killing of target cells by natural killer cells123 (FIG. 5a).
In addition to enabling studies of host–pathogen
and host–host interactions, microfluidic devices are
now beginning to empower multi-omic studies that
examine the interrelationships between distinct classes
of cellular components. Illustratively, recent efforts have
begun to characterize how RNA expression patterns
correlate with and are driven by the levels and activity
of various protein species10,15,124–126 (FIG. 5b). Whereas
early studies featured fluorescent- or isotope-labelling
strategies for proteomic readout, including FACS and
mass cytometry6, a more recent approach leverages PEAbased protein detection, which can be coupled with
STA using the valve-based design of the C1 AutoPrep
IFC15. Similar methodologies, focused on simultaneously
profiling mutually informative classes of variables, such
as DNA and RNA or RNA and the epigenome78, seem to

be just around the corner (BOX 1), and may soon guide
our understanding of cellular function. Importantly,
many other informative properties of cells have been
measured with microfluidic devices — for example,
morphology 127, proliferation dynamics128, motility 129,
invasiveness35, interactions123, calcium dynamics130 and
familial relationships131 — all of which may help to
determine cellular identity in the future.

Emerging applications
The precision of microfluidic devices holds promise for
simultaneously profiling multiple analytes across thousands of single cells. New strategies for improved multi-
omics are probably on the horizon, as are approaches
for collecting additional relevant cellular metadata, such
as mass132–135. Additionally, high-throughput methods,
such as droplets and nanowells, provide a powerful
means of probing and selecting single cells from large
ensembles. For example, using droplets, it is possible to
directly identify antibody-producing B cells without the
need to first immortalize them through the production
of hybridomas33. This enables a much faster and deeper
search of the antibodies produced by an immunized animal. Similarly, these methods make it possible to screen
enzymatic activity and search large libraries of enzymes,
either produced in a cell-free manner or expressed in
cells, to perform directed evolution for iteratively exploring a much larger library size136 (FIG. 5c). Relatedly,
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microfluidic devices that couple perturbations and
omic readouts in many single cells have begun to fundamentally transform our s tudies of cellular phenotype
and function by allowing us to uncover how different
cellular components affect cellular behaviours82,137–139.
Future work, both experimental and computational,
will be required to integrate these profiling and screening approaches to fully leverage the comprehensive
characterizations of cellular phenotype they afford.

Conclusion
In this Review, we have discussed how microfluidic
devices have helped to transform single-cell omics from
a specialized and underused approach to one that is
now increasingly mainstream. Whether they use valves,
droplets or wells, microfluidic tools can substantially
increase the throughput and efficiency of several single-
cell processing and profiling methods, while reducing
financial and human costs. Still, before diving in, it is
important to first weigh the costs and benefits of porting
any single-cell assay into a microfluidic device (BOX 1). As
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